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dRICH: simulating background at software level

P. Antonioli – INFN Bologna



Why it is important?
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• dRICH with SiPM is expected having increasing background (DCR) with radiation load
• We now have a much clearer view of what could be the DCR level following radiation damage + annealing

à however we need to have an indication of which would be the maximum DCR we can “tolerate” “by software” i.e. 
when we start to loose the possibility to identify rings and/or how much resolution worsens with increasing background

This presentation:
- Presented in December to dRICH software group
- Updated taking into account development in R&D + other info from ePIC



How much radiation? (the usual plot)
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potential location of photosensors: 
≈  1-5 107 n/cm2 every 1 fb-1

1011 n/cm2 1-MeV neq is a ”true maximum”

• 30 weeks @ 1034 cm-2 s-1= 100 fb-1 à 1-5 109 n/cm2

• 1011 n/cm2 would be reached in O(10+) years at full L!

A moderately hostile environment:
109 1-MeV neq/cm2 à most of the key physics topics
1010 1-MeV neq/cm2 à GPD and more statistically eager topics
1011 1-MeV neq/cm2 à may be we will never go here…

Can we use SiPM for a Cherenkov detector up to 1011 1-MeV neq /cm2 fluence? 
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Radiation is finally computed in ePIC
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Finally with ePIC geometry
Best thing we had in the past (ATHENA)

Current position of sensors: z = 100 cm R ~ 235 cm (higher than in my usual estimate…)

Results from (new) background task force
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Geometry got from Chris
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Electrically induced annealing techniques
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The sensors current-annealed found at 55 kHz

Residual DCR not good as in oven (15 kHz) but:

• 100 times faster!! (2.5 hours vs 200 hours!)
• can be done in-situ
• can be done more frequently

It looks very promising!

Specific R&D planned for 2023 on this item

See slides at CPAD https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17072/contributions/70455/

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17072/contributions/70455/


Radiation damage & annealing
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Message:
Max “tolerable” rate per channel determines
frequency of annealing



dRICH throughput estimates
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ASSUMPTIONS in these estimates

Ø throughput @ average 300 kHz DCR per 
pixel MAX before moving to annealing 
cycles given limitations on ALCOR and DAQ 
bandwidth

Ø factor 3 reduction due to timing selection
Ø throughput assumed 64 bit per hit (TOT)

Future developments and outlook

Ø timing reduction could be factor 10 (shutter on ALCOR) 
Ø cooling at  T= 40 oC would help another factor 2
Ø TOT might not be necessary?
Ø frequent electrically induced annealing 
Ø ....

from ATHENA proposal

Note: 1.8 Tbps (300 kHz/pixel) is after > 6 108 neq (and no annealing and under above assumptions) but 
we will start @ 7.3 Gbps  (2 kHz/pixel)



Some back of the envelope estimates
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- DCR is easy to simulated: just white noise at a DCR given rate
- Simulate RICH “images” and have as external parameter fDCR = DCR rate / pixel
- Assume “shutter” (time cut) at 3 ns or 1 ns
- Assume 310k channels à 3x10^5

Random sample hits (from background) 1 ns or 3 ns window…
Worst case: 5 MHz input rate even if not totally realistic…
55 kHz seems at reach…

+ 20 hits from rings

The dRICH noise rule of thumb:
“Every 20 kHz rate/sensor we have in 1 ns 1 noise hit / sector”



But 300 kHz is now too much…
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New
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Plot from Roberto

Not shown at ePIC 
meeting,
Literally “cooked” 
during the meeting by 
Luigi and Nicola @BO

We curb noise rate with online
Annealing
We go back to DCR “oven” values
at the end 



We need to add the DCR and check!
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Chandra



Requests, Outlook and ToDO
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Ask:

Produce images + background at increasing rate find the limit! [and: we might end up at  20 (signal) + 3 (noise) in the sector ]
“simple file format”
INFN groups with AI algorithm starting in February very much useful “sector matrix” (+ time)

@Luigi/Chandra: let’s do it….

Comments
(+ news about Ejiit)
(+ comment about GSiPM)

My plan
+ Pietro TODO
- Advertise in DAQ group + ePIC at large (move from 1.8 Tbps detector to 200 Gbps to detector to start with…)
- Retro feedback on DAQ design + ALCOR
- Make serious estimates of radiation damage (working with background group)



Backup
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Throughput (I)
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Singolo canale
5 MHz

serializer
8 canali
ALCOR column
16 MHz

2 MHz

• ALCOR clock 320 MHz ma dati serializzati a frequenza DDR a gruppi di 8 canali à le parole di 32 bit sono encoded a 40 bit
• Questo porta a un limite massimo di 640 Mb/s che corrisponde a un nassimo rate su 8 canali di  16 MHz à quindi siamo

ora limitati a 2 MHz su singolo canale (averaged su 8)

8 ch         à ALCOR-64

64 MB/s.  à 512 MB/s                   8 GB/s à 64 Gbps              1                         10 Gbps 

300 kHz                   300 kHz                                  

FPGA (16 ALCOR-64).  Timing reduction  Opt Link

9,6 MB/s.  à 76,8 MB/s               1,2 GB/s à 9,8 Gbps            1                        10 Gbps 

300 kHz                   300 kHz                                  9,6 MB/s.  à 76,8 MB/s               1,2 GB/s à 9,8 Gbps            3                        3,3 Gbps 

Starting to play with numbers and known limitations:
- Below no TOT
- Note that  10 Gbps limitation might be overcome (20 Gbps seems reachable even if rad. Tol. might be problem) to 

be investigated 
- Exploit timing reduction



Throughput (II)
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ALCOR test pulse (in inverse polarity) can act as “inhibit” of the digitalization.  This could help greatly to reduce data throughput
Note EIC beam bunch timing presentation by Todd (Sep. 2022)

Short summary: EIC Orbit 12.78 usec
Bunch spacing (Nb 290) 40.599 ns
Bunch spacing (Nb 1160) 10.150 ns
Gap length 1.01 usec
Collision spread (bunch 
length) 

23-30  ps (ESR)
250-200 (ps) 
HSR

Notes: 
• we will need to implement disable during gap 

region which is sizeable (8% data reduction ‘for 
free”)

• Bunch crossing every 10 ns! With a bunch length of 
250 ps if we could select just 1 ns data reduction 
by a factor 10 before serializing stage in ALCOR

Critical measurement to be done in Turin:
- How react ALCOR to such “short” shutter cycles?
- What happens to the TOT measurement? 
- What happens if trailing edge is ON and leading edge was OFF

If it works then requirement on precise clock 
alignment / phase shift inside FPGA sending shutter to 
ALCORs 

Note LHCb is thinking something very similar with FastRich

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/16707/contributions/68044/attachments/43167/72570/2022-09-08-Satogata-EicEpicDaqWg.pptx
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1094055/contributions/4931714/attachments/2508982/4311880/RICH2022-LHCb-LS3-FlorisKeizer.pdf


Throughput (III) 
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Singolo canale
5 MHz

serializer
8 canali
ALCOR column
16 MHz

2 MHz
8 ch         à ALCOR-64

64 MB/s.  à 512 MB/s                   8 GB/s à 64 Gbps              1                         10 Gbps 

300 kHz                   300 kHz                                  

FPGA (16 ALCOR-64).  Timing reduction  Opt Link

9,6 MB/s.  à 76,8 MB/s               1,2 GB/s à 9,8 Gbps            1                        10 Gbps 

5  MHz                    500 kHz                                  16 MB/s.  à 64 MB/s                   1,0 GB/s à 8  Gbps              1/0.92              7,4 Gbps 

Hardware shutter
reduces by factor 10

300 kHz                   300 kHz                                  9,6 MB/s.  à 76,8 MB/s               1,2 GB/s à 9,8 Gbps            3                        3,3 Gbps 

Orbit gap

The implementation of the shutter might reduce annealing cycles by a factor 10
Question for ASIC experts: will it really work this way?
Question for ALL: we will might have in 1 ns a 5 MHz DCR but… we will then still see the rings?

à simulation with flat noise is a must!!


